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That note represented in fact the emergence of the theory of integrals and derivatives of an arbitrary order, which for three centuries has been treated as a purely theoretical mathematical field [3] . In the late nineteenth century this theory takeoff due to the works by Liouville, Grünwald, Letnikov and Riemann and during the twentieth century, mainly from the 70's, this new theory blow-up, as long as it was applied in experimental sciences.
The main applications of fractional differential equations are related to the model considering, for instance, the diffusion processes [1] in heterogeneous and anisotropic media [5] , the electrochemical processes [7] the viscoelastic fluids [9] , the electrical circuits [8] , the biological systems [6] , among others.
The Fractional Differential Equations are an excellent instrument for the description of memory and hereditary properties of various materials and processes [2] . This is the main advantage of the derivatives of non-integer order compared with those obtained from whole order.
However such effects are neglected for the most part in the current literature. In this work we are pointing two of those advantages. We will be showing a result concerning minimal time transference of points in a process. This result is an apparent paradox along with the classical controllability theory, and should be explained .The another is by showing that the fractional derivative of the monomial ( ) = is in fact the derivative considered on an appropriate time scale. We can expand the result in a straightforward way to functions under the Taylor form.
Fractional order derivatives
There are several concepts of fractional derivative.The most considered fractional order derivatives in the literature are the Caputo and the Riemann-Liouville and the Grünwald-Letnikov ones.
Here we will consider the Caputo fractional order derivatives, because it allows to be defining integer order initial conditions for Fractional Order Differential Equations.
Definition 1: Let be a nonnegative real number with − 1 < ≤ , ℕ, and a mapping : ℝ → ℝ .
The Caputo derivative of is defined, for ≥ 0, as: The following result appears immediately from the definition 1:
Proposition 1: For every nonnegative real numbers , we have that:
• if c is a constant then = 0, and for every > 0 ,
t − , and
.
A result on reachable sets
Consider the ODE of the first order ̇= ( ),
The set of reachability from zero in the system is the set ; ∈ ℕ } , or the Cantor set. The fundamental operators are, for ∈ :
Linking fractional derivative and entire derivative on a time scale
The main result in this section is:
Proposition 4: For a suitable , the equation
is in fact the equation :
for every ∈ .
Proof: denote a point in as . We can construct the point ( ) by considering
The implicit function theorem allows us to consider a unique function ( ) for which (1) is true. By taking the fixed points 0 in ( ) = , then every strictly increasing (or alternatively, strictly decreasing) sequence of numbers r converging to 0 can be choose as being the time scale .
Example:
Then we construct the point ( ), for every , by considering
In this way we have the equation
Following the previous notations we take 0 = 0 and as composed by a decreasing sequence of nonnegative point that satisfies (2) . Observe that in this way the fractional differential ordinary equation on the time scale .
